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https://drive.google.com/file/d/13t3AF905IZaElKBwH0hMIoFB6NxNI4Ja/viewOften we should start with the WHY question: why should publishers care and what’st he goal?Jumping in this case to “what problems do we need to solve?”If audience is libs/research admins:Here’s how PLOS will help you asa lib fulfill expectations to help researchers do RDM – share their dataPLOS has a stronger policy than most, if people publish in PLOS, because we have some of the most consistent/indepth checks (MED BIO esp), we’re asking the right questions about if/how data are available – we are helping authors make RDM – librarians can rest assured that PLOS authors are FAR more likely to have met itTypical policy that most publisher have – we have a policy that is broadly similar to Nature journals (authors HAVE to share their data, only give exception if there is sensitive data like patient data)- the basic Nature policy is weaker than that (since reasonable request is allowed but we ONLY allow that if it’s sensitive or patient data) – commercially sensitive is not a threshold we recognizeWhat impact does that have for people choosing to publish with usAll big pubs now have data policies – tend to have tiered systems
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Reality for researchers…

“Misuse”/misunderstanding

Copyright Licensing ??  

Where or how to share?

No time/money/incentive

Funder requirements?
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/13t3AF905IZaElKBwH0hMIoFB6NxNI4Ja/viewSooD 2019  READ THIS – same consistent issues – multi-disciplinary, regionally representativehttps://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.9980783.v2�*SN Globalhttps://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.5975011.v1Wiley 2016https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.4910714.v1SOOD 2017https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.5481187.v1SOOD 2018https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.7234985.v1SN Japanhttps://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.7999451.v1SN Chinahttps://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.7999451.v1Tenopir et alhttps://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0021101.t012Borghi et alhttps://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0200562.t005



What can publishers do?

Culture Create Support

Enable Peer 
reviewers Authors

Build Scholarly 
infrastructure

Credit Incentives

Open Share your 
own

Adapted fromfrom Hrynaszkiewicz, PLOS Open Publisher paper: Publishers’ responsibilities in promoting data quality 
and reproducibility. In: Good Research Practice in Experimental Pharmacology. Volume editors: Bespalov A, Michel 
MC, Steckler T 2019 In press
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In a longer version of this preso – there would be 6. Number 1 would actually be “do more research around RDM issues.” – PLOS hasn’t published any ourselves and haven’t done any research ourselves on this. We probably should have. Had some first mover challenges on this.
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Create and support cultural change: 
aka…mandates

Researchers consistently say that publisher policies drive 
their data sharing practices.
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Presentation Notes
As a publisher you HAVE to have a policy. Op Eds in nature signal the importance of an issue but you really put skin in the game by having a policy and implementing it.OUR policy launched in 2014. We weren’t the very first – others in specific fields (genomics, molecular biology, astronomy) – been doing this for years – but we were the first to do this in an interdisciplinary way – Since 2016 all the big players are following along but it’s tiered approachLOOK up RDA – research data alliance – emerging standards for what should go into robust journal research data policy – fully engaged with these and using PLOS as an exemplar
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their data sharing practices.

Since 2014-2016

- Numerous publishers have 
launched mandates

- SpringerNature, Taylor & 
Francis, Wiley, Elsevier, BMJ, 
Sage, Hindawi

- Tiered approach

PLOS policy launched in 2014

All authors must make data 
underlying research findings

- Fully available

- Without restriction

- At time of publication
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Create and support cultural change…
Getting beyond “encourages”

ROBUST 
policies

Increased 
sharing

Increased 
data 

availability
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EVIDENCE that PLOS is going further than mostIf you have a soft policy, it doesn’t have much impactThe figure is from a preprint iaian did – it’s an analysis of policy of PLOS and BMC BMC is the blue one – all 200Red is on the right PLOS – black line in 2014, dark no DAS papers drops dramatically (red)Same happens at BMC when they launched, firm policy sameIn 2012, they launched an “encourages” policy, they saw about 5% authors opted in to complyWhen they mandated, they saw a much bigger uptickno evidence that has led to declines in articles due to the data policySTRONG policy = yields impact but there’s a cost and there’s a major investment – we provide infrastructural support as well as dedicated staff editors/reviewer time



Create and support cultural change…
It works

Colavizza et al., https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.02565 (2019) & source of figure CC BY; 2 Vines et al https://doi.org/10.1096/fj.12-218164 (2013)
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Create and support cultural change…
Requires investment

Staff time

InfrastructureEducation

Peer 
Reviewer 

Time
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Enable peer-reviewer engagement with data

• FAQs
• Education
• Benefits

Authors • Options
• Training

Reviewers
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Question on the peer reviewer form now – some say peer reviewers shouldn’t have to do this – yes, they’re busy and we appreciate their time so our policy is to enable reviewers to explore the data BUT we don’t mandate they review the data; we provide useful resources for them Obviously authors providing their data enhances the peer review process, helps authors to tell their story by providing better editors of what they’re saying – helps convince
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•Training
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Publish 
everything

New 
partners

Old 
partners

Display 
and 

discover 

Feed 
incentives

Pub types 
FOR data

Enhance scholarly 
infrastructure
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Beyond publishing more scientifically sound results, there’s an important role for repos (see below)Improve journal platforms, submission systems, everything in the system (including making an outlet for null results/findings scientifically sound) – not just about data repos but journals having scopes/policies etcMost commonly used repos = lists of recommended repos  provide good guidance – publishing integrating in various ways with figShare/dryad – we do have a figShare deal – any supplementary material goes to FS when they publish – if ppl share data, at publication SI/data gets pushed to figShare (2/3 of authors do data sharing this way and publishers don’t make this much easier) – that’s how they comply with the RDM – lots of authors are saying it’s in the SI file, go find it. The IDEAL would be that DURING submission that everything goes into figShare/dryad and then we get back discreet links to data files for peer review etc (not possible right now) – DOMAIN SPECIFIC REPOS ARE THE BEST OPTION IF THEY EXIST (about ½ of science doesn’t have discipline specific repos)FS has great google rankings/SEO/discoverability/good metrics around use3. Hard/expensive in cases of like Editorial Manager etc – the challenges with data repos is that there are SO many of them; generally we DON”t one want repo to rule them (depending on community – Gene Expression Omnibus – third most used but only takes one type of data) – many fields don’t have that subject specific repo – field specific repo is bestDisplay/linking from journal pages – give ppl benefit for actually doing itData journals/papers DO this and they have enhanced infrastructure BY publishing data journals – Scientific Data, GigaScience, EarthSystemsScienceData (Copernicus)
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Journal platforms

Submission systems
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Provide better credit/incentives

Data 
citations

Bibliographic 
support

Data cites = 
paper cites 

Cross-
industry 
collabs
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Segue – data journals offered by some pubs as a means to enable more credit via a published paper for simply sharing their data set (and get ctations for that)THREE WAYS to get better creditOne way is for publishers to offer data journal and helps them get more creditData citations – have own DOI, get cited, and those counts go to credit/promot/tenure – growing support from publishers/funding agencies to count data citations – publishers have work to do to ensure data citations are tracked – important collabs happening right now btw publishers and infrastructure providers (CrossRef and DataCite) – our job as a publisher is toallow authors to cite their data and the data they’ve used as well – publisher needs to ensure that those citations are visible/in the style guide – some publications seem to strip out these out bc they’re not peer-reviewed etc (hold over from print days) – some concern about citation dilution but no evidence that it really happens (aka folks will cite my data set and NOT my paper which will negatively impact my own metrics.) best evidence we have is that if you link to data you’ll get more citationsDigital badges for transparency (OSF)



Provide better credit/incentives
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Need to keep it simple for authors (cite data as you would a paper)  - underlying infrastructure is publishers’ concern.Data availability statement example – from PLOS BioPut it in Dryad – you can see the link to the DOI – and they’ve cited it as record 72 (so you can see the footnote here and functions as a reference)Researchers shouldn’t have to care about the infrastructure to enable this – if you cite it as refernce as you would with anything else, then publisher will take care of the rest  TREAT IT LIKE A REGULAR PAPER



Provide better credit/incentives



Provide better credit/incentives

Reproduced from Kidwell et al. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.1002456
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3. Badging in places like OSF – other area where we can provide better/citations – more experimental – novel types of incentive in terms of recognizing folks for trying other waysJournals have been running experiments and data are openly available and they can claim a badge on their article – the badge is a separate intiative (data can be anywhere as long as they’re open)This figure shows and experiment done at PS – results were published in ONE (reference on the slide) – they compared PS (dark line) with four other journals in the same discipline ( pysch) and PS began offering open data badges where red line is and they saw a big increase (black line going up) and more papers shared data after they began sharing badges (other journals saw no change in the level of data sharing)

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.1002456
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Provide better credit/incentives

Reproduced from Kidwell et al. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.1002456

Increase in papers 
that reported 
open data 
availability at
Psychological 
Science journal 
after introduction 
of Open Data 
badges. 
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https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.1002456


Be open with our 
own data

OPEN

APIs

Licenses

Citations

Policies

Evidence 
(users)

Collaboration
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We need to be open ourselves as publishers – trying to encourage authors to do this means we should it too!Open licenses (CCBY), APIs (ALLPLOS), open citations (make your reference lists openly available I4OC) – reference lists should be in front of the paywall and shared as open data with CR, open policies (i.e. text of the policies are available – have policies that promote data sharing and provide good means for complying), open evidence (if we learn stuff via internal research – sharing state of open data surveys, market research, etc we provide access to internal for academic research – number of papers published on our data policy)Open for collaboration – partner with the best practices in the industry – plbishers working noncompetitively together can help advance data sharing – ORCID, data citation, 14OC, CR, datacite, general repos, research data policy standards are alignedFOR EXAMPLE – WE ARE ACTIVE IN research data alliance and Ianai leads a working group on data policy	. We’re also active in data citation impmenetonat  including coauthoring an editorial in nature on a data citation roadmap for researchers that aligns with the joind declaration of data citation pricipelsand we just posted a blog posted about potential criteria important for identification and selection of repos – meant to make it easier for – asking researchers to fill out a form for public commentData citation, SI in FS, helps achieves the goal, working with different repos and helping authors find themWhat would be the cost of not jumping on this now?`1. funder policies are requiring this and you’re impeding authors’ compliance (and eventually they might not publish with you if you can’t help them with this) – it will become like OA2. it’s an important author benefit =-- WILL BENot sharing data and having it available for independent scrutiny means that content could be retracted or insufficiently vetted – future proofing content to ensure reproducibility and transparent
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Thanks for listening
@PLOS

Sara Rouhi, 
Director, Strategic Partnerships

@RouhiRoo
srouhi@plos.org

Iain Hrynaszkiewicz
Publisher, Open Research
ihrynaszkiewicz@plos.org
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